India Foundation for the Arts
in collaboration with
Native Arts Trust, Ooty
presents

A Collection of IFA Films

July 29, 2016

10:00 AM - 11:00 AM: City of photos (Nishta Jain | English with subtitles | 60 min)
11:30 AM - 01:00 PM: Natak Jari Hai (Lalit Vachani | Hindi/English with English subtitles | 84 min)
02:00 PM - 03:30 PM: Rangbhoomi (Kamal Swaroop | Hindi/English | 82 min)
04:00 PM - 05:00 PM: Out of Thin Air (Shabani Hassanwalia & Samreen Farooqi Hindi/English with English subtitles | 50 min)
07:00 PM - 08:00 PM: Inauguration Ceremony
08:15 PM - 09:30 PM: Opening film
* Sivapuram | the strange case of Shiva (Arun Karthick | Tamil | 1h 15min | 2015)

July 30, 2016

10:00 AM - 11:00 AM: City of photos (Nishta Jain | English with subtitles | 60 min)
11:30 AM - 01:00 PM: Natak Jari Hai (Lalit Vachani | Hindi/English with English subtitles | 84 min)
02:00 PM - 03:30 PM: Rangbhoomi (Kamal Swaroop | Hindi/English | 82 min)
04:00 PM - 05:00 PM: Carnival (Madhuja Mukherjee | No Dialog | 61 minutes)
06:00 PM - 07:00 PM: The Common Task (Pallavi Paul | English | 52 min)
07:15 PM - 08:00 PM: Dissolve (Srinivas Mangipudi | No Dialog | 42 min)

July 31, 2016

09:15 AM - 10:15 AM: City of photos (Nishta Jain | English with subtitles | 60 min)
10:30 AM - 11:06 AM: Blood Earth (Kush Badhwar | Oriya/Hindi/English/Kui | 36 min | 2013)
11:30 PM - 01:00 PM: Out of Thin Air (Shabani Hassanwalia & Samreen Farooqi Hindi/English with English subtitles | 50 min)
02:00 PM - 03:30 PM: Rangbhoomi (Kamal Swaroop | Hindi/English | 82 min)
04:00 PM - 05:00 PM: The Common Task (Pallavi Paul | English | 52 min)
06:00 PM - 08:00 PM: The Other Song (Saba Dewan | Hindi/Urdu/English with English subtitles 120 min)

July 29, 30 & 31, 2016
HADP Auditorium, Ooty

* Independently made films (not supported by IFA)

Festival schedule is subject to change